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About This Report
This report documents the analysis, findings and recommendations of a "Mapping the
Connections" project conducted on the Central Coast, NSW region through a partnership with
Central Coast Manufacturing Connect (CCMC) and AusIndustry – Entrepreneur Development.
29 participants took part in the project. Of these, 19 were manufacturers. A detailed participant
overview is included in the introduction.
Background to Mapping the Connections
As part of its broad objective, AusIndustry’s Innovative Regions Centre (IRC) is tasked with
increasing the innovative capacity of local firms and regional economies. Industry clustering
initiatives have been identified as an available tool for the IRC to help build the competitiveness of
a region. International experience1 suggests that building successful industry clusters can be
assisted by first understanding existing industry networks and the linkages between organisations.
Mapping the Connections (MTC) is an assessment tool developed by the IRC in partnership with
Deakin University to assist clustering initiatives and industry collaboration. It aims to assess
existing linkages and levels of collaboration amongst selected groups of organisations.
Project Overview
The focus of this project is to facilitate clustering across the Central Coast food growing,
processing and manufacturing industry. Delivered through a jointly developed process that helps
these sectors understand their collective issues and strengths, the industry will be better placed to
take advantage of emerging opportunities in both the domestic and export markets as a result.
The outcome of the process will provide the foundation for the development of an action plan that:





delivers a platform for continuing dialogue across the industry sectors, supply chain,
research and education
identifies skilling and human resource development needs across the industry
fosters the establishment of a Central Coast regional food cluster
facilitates innovation and the sustainable growth of the food industry in the region

This project aligns to the objectives of industry Collaborative Centres of Excellence 2, in this case
Food Innovation Australia (FIAL) and will be the catalyst that brings together the food production,
processing and manufacturing sectors to work collaboratively together with government,

1

COOKE, P. 2001. Regional Innovation systems, Clusters and the Knowledge Economy. Industrial and Corporate
Change.
2

Formerly known as Industry Innovation Precincts.
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universities and other education bodies to build enterprise capability and regional capacity to
capitalise on identified opportunities.
The tools and resources developed in this project will be readily adaptable to other food production
and processing regions of Australia. The overlaying process will be data driven, ensuring that local
recommendations and decisions are valid and underpinned by the real needs of industry.
A key focus will be to strengthen established relationships, build an expanded network and tap into
the expertise of others including the University of Newcastle (UoN) in the areas of nutrition,
entrepreneurship and innovation.
Project Description
The initial stage of the project was to validate existing data from FIAL focus groups held in October
2013 and develop a consultation instrument that builds on this database delivered through local
food producers, processors and manufacturers. A promotional campaign has been developed to
raise awareness of the Food Innovation Australia Limited (FIAL) and Central Coast Manufacturing
Connect (CCMC), the role of the proponents and reasons for establishing the project including the
advantages of establishing a regional collective that compliments and informs the work of the
national initiative.
It is also considered important to understand the skills and workforce development needs of the
industry together with any seasonal factors that impact on the local labour market. In order that
local producers, processors and manufacturers remain competitive and not subject to the vagaries
of labour market fluctuations caused through skill shortages, it is vital that these issues and
opportunities are identified during early stages of this project.
The Mapping exercise aims to identify opportunities and issues for the local industry. The analysis
of the data combined with external research information aims to provide a number of actions and
priorities. Industry will be invited to workshop these outcomes facilitated by the lead proponent to
finalise a regional strategy and plan. It is at this stage we will be seeking ownership of the projects
by industry supported by Central Coast Manufacturing Connect and its stakeholders.

Project Objectives
The objectives of this mapping exercise are to:






Better understand the supply chain to provide input into State, regional and local strategies
Identify opportunities to support businesses in the chain through AusIndustry services and
other Commonwealth and State Programs as appropriate
Identify “clusters” of interaction that may lead to further industry collaboration, networks and
economic benefit
Support components of the supply chain by drawing on state, national and international
expertise and experiences to pursue opportunities for innovation and industry growth
Build collaboration across government, industry, research organisations and peak bodies to
pursue recommendations that may emerge from the project
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Assess the potential to co-ordinate transport logistics
Identify research and development opportunities

Project Outcomes
The project seeks to achieve the following outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance supply chain relationships
Assess potential to coordinate transport logistics
Identify skills development needs
Determine opportunities to build innovative capacity and practice
Foster collaborative inter-firm relationships
Deliver commercial benefit to the group
Identify research and development opportunities

Alignment of Strategies at Federal, State and Local level
This project is aligned with the Australian Government's IRC initiative to foster innovation through
supporting collaborative opportunities. It is aligned with the NSW Government's Regional
Economic Development and Employment Strategy (REDES) and NSW State Plan that identifies
the need for innovation in manufacturing. From REDES, a Central Coast Innovation Plan has been
developed with the support of RDA Central Coast and the local councils. The Innovation Plan
clearly prioritises manufacturing as an important sector for driving employment and growth. The
Central Coast Manufacturing Connect network has been supported by all levels of government to
connect the manufacturing sector with each other, government, the University of Newcastle and
the community.
Project Scope
The intention of the MTC project is to take a detailed look at the food industry in the Central Coast.
It is more than likely that a number of businesses will be included from regions to the north
(Newcastle) and south (Sydney) depending on the reach of the different supply chains.
Project Reference Group
To support the formation of the interview guide and provide expert input with respect to the industry
within the region, it is proposed to utilise a Project Reference Group with broad sector industry
experience. This group will be utilised to assist with the drafting of the interview guide, provide
general advice about the sector, critique the draft report findings and recommendations and
support its presentation to industry.
Membership of the reference group includes: Frank Sammut – Central Coast Manufacturing
Connect Executive Officer, Dr Anton Kriz – UoN Central Coast Architect of the Regional Innovation
Plan, Peter Howe - UoN Food Researcher, Judy Alexander - UoN Research Branch, Margie
Haseltine – former CEO of Mars and initial Board Member of FIAL, Lauren Collie -Corporate Affairs
Manager Mars Australia, Jim Buultjens – Fairhaven Services, Peter Brown – Business
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Development Manager NSW T&I, Eddie Bernard – Business Development Manager NSW T&I, and
Sharon Foster – Export Adviser NSW T&I/Austrade, and Niel Jacobson – Dane Consulting, Greg
Combes RDACC.
Following this project, AusIndustry – Entrepreneur Development will work with individual firms to
identify areas in which they can improve efficiency and performance. Subject to satisfying the
eligibility criteria, these firms may choose to access assistance from the Department of Industry –
Single Business Service:
 As part of a broader $484.2 million Entrepreneurs’ Infrastructure Programme, the Government
is investing $92.4 million to put in place a new streamlined Single Business Service initiative to
commence on 1 July 2014.
 Single business service delivery will simplify and streamline the way businesses access
government information and services by putting their needs first, reducing red tape and
providing quality, consistent services at the lowest possible cost.
Specifically, this initiative will provide:
 Tailored advice and support to all businesses
 Direct links to services provided in the Entrepreneurs’ Infrastructure Programme, Growth Fund,
Industry Skills Fund and Manufacturing Transition Programme; and
 Seamless connections for businesses with other Australian Government programmes or
services.
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Executive Summary
This report was initiated by Central Coast Manufacturing Connect, an industry cluster of the
Innov8Central Group. It has identified Food Manufacturing as a very important and significant sector
on the Central Coast.
Manufacturing is the largest value add industry sector on the Central Coast, at an estimated value of
$949 million in 2012/13 to the local economy. It is the second largest sector behind Health and
represents 10.4% of the value add for the region. Food and Beverage Manufacturing is the largest
sub sector of Manufacturing on the Central Coast valued at $275 million to the local economy. Food
and beverage companies employ 2614 people locally3.
Central Coast Manufacturing Connect believes that through collaboration comes innovation and by
being innovative comes growth. 93% of companies interviewed relied on organic growth to grow their
businesses. This report contends that collaboration can be used to also grow a business, reduce risk
and drive new ideas.
The report documents the analysis, findings and recommendations of "Mapping the Connections"
interviews conducted on the Central Coast, NSW in May 2014 by AusIndustry.
29 participants took part in the project. Of these, 19 were manufacturers. 74% of these companies
indicated that they would be happy to collaborate with other related companies. A structured interview
process was conducted with the participating companies. These interviews covered the areas of
business overview, business output and connections, competition and growth, logistics, collaboration
and research, skills needs and business capability and capacity.
Three major areas of opportunity are identified in this report. They are: logistics and warehousing,
market and product development, and management and human resource development and it is
proposed that these 3 areas are underpinned by a collaborative approach. 9 proposed
recommendations are identified for the companies to consider and 3 next steps are suggested to
action the report. These include forming a network of companies to develop and implement an action
plan and determine priorities and budget. It also suggests that the group liaise with the national food
group, Food Innovation Australia (FIAL) initiative and connect their programs to the local companies.
This project has been a testimony to the power of collaboration in its own right. Central Coast
Manufacturing Connect has been able to utilise the resources of all 3 levels of government, industry
and the University of Newcastle to produce this report. The process has enabled the engagement of
the businesses in this vital sector in the region to decide if collaboration is indeed a business tool for
growth. It is the hope that this report is a first stage for Central Coast businesses to “taste the
collaboration” on a journey to growth.

3

Source: National Institute of Economic and Industry Research (NIEIR) ©2014. Compiled and presented in economy.id by
.id the population experts
Data is based on 2011-12 constant prices for all years. NIEIR data are inflation adjusted each year to allow direct
comparison, and new data releases normally adjust previous years’ figures to a new base year.
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Key Findings and Proposed Recommendations
Top three areas of opportunity for a growth agenda:
1. Logistics and warehousing
2. Market and product development
3. Management and human resource development
Underpinned by a collaborative approach
Logistics






64% of companies indicated that there were constraints of doing business on the Central
Coast. 46% of companies indicated that the cost of logistics, transport, and freight were the
biggest constraint. Reports that freight into and out of Sydney can be 300% more costly than
to the Hunter were recorded in the interview
Nearly 50% of the companies have more than 20% extra capacity in their warehouse
52% of companies make to order and to stock
25 companies indicated a willingness to consider shared transport and of these 8 have spare
capacity and 15 don’t.

Proposed recommendations:
1. That CCMC Board further investigates the opportunity of shared logistics between food and

other manufacturers to drive cost savings in the region.
2. A further study of the supply chain taking into account suppliers to see if opportunities exist for
a whole of supply chain approach.

Apprentices and Trainees


Only 3 of the 29 companies employed apprentices and trainees.

Proposed recommendation:
3. Further understand the barriers to employment in this area.
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Research




74% indicted that they would be happy to collaborate with other industry related companies
59% of interviewed companies described new product development as one of their core
strengths
The following areas of research were of high interest:
o Food packaging, preservation and safety
o Food processing
o Design and development of new "value-added" products
o Food chemistry - chemical profiling and other measurements of food and beverages
o Scientific estimation and promotion of health benefits of functional foods, beverages
and ingredients

Proposed Recommendation:
4. That CCMC Food Group liaise with FIAL, the University of Newcastle, NSWDPI and CSRIO to
bring a series of information sessions on the identified research topics of interest and then
investigate research funding opportunities for agreed projects.

Market Development








Whilst Sydney is the key location of customers and suppliers (procurement) the main
competitors for the companies surveyed are located elsewhere nationally
There is a very small % of business done in the Hunter
The export market is virtually non existent
The top five identified growth areas were: Wholesale/Distribution/Food Stores, Grocery Sector,
Organics, Export and Contract Packaging
Of these growth areas there seems to be a need to assist businesses take advantage of those
opportunities in the Grocery, Organic and Export areas. 55% of companies saw the Grocery
sector as an area of growth but only 45% were actively seeking growth. In the Organic Sector
48% of companies identified this as a growth area but only 34% were actively pursuing and
45% of companies identified export as an opportunity but only 38% were active in this area.
Only 48% of companies were using collaboration to pursue growth opportunities and relied
heavily on organic growth, 93%.

Proposed Recommendations:
5. That CCMC Food Group in partnership with FIAL, Austrade and NSW T & I develop a program
of market development in the Wholesale/Distribution/Food Stores, Grocery, Organics, Export
and Contract Packaging sectors.
6. That CCMC Food Group in partnership with Central Coast Tourism to develop and promote a
food trail in the region.
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Management Practice


Time commitment was the biggest constraint for collaboration to date.

Proposed recommendations:
7. CCMC looks to provide time management workshops to the local CC manufacturing
businesses.
8. That CCMC Food Group form food sub groups of young food entrepreneurs, local food
consultants and the water bottling companies to see if there are areas of collaboration and
learning between members

A further recommendation
9. That CCMC Board investigate the constraints on logistics of Corella Close Berkley Vale to the

manufacturing companies in that precinct and liaise with Wyong Council for solutions

Proposed next steps




That a CCMC Food Group with participating companies be formed to implement the findings
and recommendations in this report and begin a network of food companies.
That CCMC Food Group seek the support of participating companies to implement an action
plan and determine priorities and budget.
That the CCMC Food Group liaise with Food Innovation Australia (FIAL) to bring their relevant
pilot programs to Central Coast companies .
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The Data
Section A - Business Overview
Summary
 The interview process involved 29 companies.
 16 of the companies were more than 10 years old. 21 of the 29 companies had less than 10
employees and 20 companies had a gross annual turnover of less than $1.5 million. 3
companies had a turnover of more than $10 million.
 Only 3 of the 29 companies employed apprentices and trainees.
 All 29 had their head office located on the Central Coast of NSW.
 They were all involved in the processing food industry with 19 of them describing
manufacturing as their core strength. 17 of the 29 companies described new product
development as one of their core strengths however only 2 of the companies thought
innovation was a core strength and only 9 indicated R&D. This would seem to indicate that
even though product development was an important aspect of their businesses it was not
seen as being innovative or involved R&D.
 Wholesale, Distributors, Food Services and Direct Store delivery were the major industry
categories where products were sold. 20 of the 27 responses indicated these industries as
their first choice of where products were sold.

The Data

Age of companies (years)
10

5
4
3

0-5

11

6 - 10

4
3

11 - 15

16 - 20

21 - 25

> 25

Company Structure
Sole Trader
Company
Family Company
Partnership
Total

2
16
8
2
28

Core Strengths

Manufacturing
New Product Development
Contract Packing
Marketing
R&D
Supply Chain
Distribution
Quality Management
Speed to Market
Innovation
Corporate Social
Responsibility
Staff Training & education
Environmental management
Sales
Market Intelligence
Customer relations
Procurement
Plant Equipment
Maintenance
Sales & operations planning
Total

12

1st
14
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2nd
3
6
1
6
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

4th
1
3

5th

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
1
3
1

2
2

29

2

2
2

1
2
1
2

29

3rd
1
3

2
1
1
3
2
1
27

1
1
3
1
1

1
24

1
1
5

1
17

Total
companies
selected
19
17
3
9
9
7
7
5
6
2
4
3
2
8
4
9
3
2
3

Companies by
number of employees
Central Coast

Non Central Coast

2

15
6
2
<5

6–9

10 – 19

1
20 – 49

2
2

1
2

1
50 – 99

100 – 149

> 200

Companies by revenue
Central Coast

Non Central Coast

11
9
2
3

13

2

1

1

2

In relation to gross annual turnover,
top3 industry categories where
products and services are sold:
Wholesale/Distributors/Food service
Direct Store Delivery
Contract packing/manufacturing goods
Grocery Sector (Central warehouse)
Ingredient supplier to other food
manufacturers
Export
Home delivery
Online
Total

14

st

1
11
9
4
2
1

27

nd

2

rd

3

9
7
2

1
2
2

2
2
1

1
3

23

3
12

Total companies selected
in their top 3
21
18
8
2
4
5
1
3

Section B - Business Output and Connections
Summary
 Whilst Sydney is the key location of customers and suppliers (procurement) the main
competitors for the companies surveyed are located elsewhere nationally.
 There is a very small percentage of business done in the Hunter. (6% of customers and 8% of
procurement).
 The international export market is virtually non existent.
 The customer and supply connection between participants located in the Central Coast is
weak. This is not overly surprising due to the proximity to an alternative large commercial and
retail market for goods in greater metropolitan Sydney.

The Data

% of Customers
International
0%
Rest of
NSW
0%

National
18%

Hunter
7%

Central Coast
27%

Sydney
48%
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% of Suppliers
International
14%

Central Coast
12%

National
16%

Rest of NSW
8%
Hunter
7%

Sydney
43%

% of Competitors
International
2%

Central Coast
12%

Sydney
16%
National
61%

Hunter
2%
Rest of NSW
7%
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Customer relationship map
Analysis
Participant firms in the MtC project were each asked
to nominate their five most important customers,
describe their supply to them, identify their location,
and to rank them from one to 10 in importance (one
to three = not important, four to six = important, and
seven to 10 = vitally important).
The customer connection between Participants
located in the Central Coast is weak. This is not
overly surprising due to the proximity to an alternative
large commercial and retail market for goods in
greater metropolitan Sydney.





Legend



Participants not identified as customers by other Participants



Participants identified as customers
Customers located in the Central Coast (24)



Customers located in Sydney (43)
Customers located in Hunter Valley (6)
Customers located in NSW (excluding Central Coast, Hunter
Valley and Sydney) (7)
Customers located in rest of Australia (excluding NSW) (31)
Customers located internationally (1)
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125 ties in total were identified between the
33 Participants and their nominated “Top
five” customers. These ties represented
linkages to 116 unique customers and five
general customer categories (93 per cent
unique)
6 customers (5 per cent) were nominated by
more than one Participant as one of their
“Top five” customers
One customer was nominated by four
Participants as a “Top five” customer and five
customers by two Participants
Two Participants were nominated by other
Participants as a “Top five” customer
Only one customer located in the Central
Coast were nominated as a “Top five”
customer by two Participants
No Central Coast customers were nominated
as a “Top 5” customer by more than two
Participants
None of the customers nominated as a “Top
five” customer by more than one Participant
was themselves a Participant
In total 18 unique customers located in the
Central Coast (including other Participants)
were nominated “Top five” customers by
Participants (16 per cent)

Supplier relationship map
Analysis
Participant firms in the MtC project were each asked
to nominate their five most important suppliers,
describe their supply from them, identify their
location, and to rank them from one to 10 in
importance (one to three = not important, four to six
= important, and seven to 10 = vitally important).
Supply connection between the Central Coast Food
and Beverage Mapping the Connections Participants
is quite weak.





Legend


Participants not identified as suppliers by other Participants



Participants identified as suppliers
Suppliers located in the Central Coast (21)



Suppliers located in Sydney (36)
Suppliers located in Hunter Valley (4)



Suppliers located in NSW (excluding Central Coast, Hunter Valley and
Sydney) (4)
Suppliers located in rest of Australia (excluding NSW) (19)
Suppliers located internationally (19)
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As in the customer map, 125 ties in total
were identified between the 29 Participants
and their nominated “Top five” suppliers.
These ties represent linkages between
Participants and 107 suppliers (86 per cent
unique)
29 suppliers (38 per cent) were nominated by
more than one Participant as one of their
“Top five” suppliers
Two suppliers were nominated by four
Participants, one supplier by three
Participants, and eight suppliers by two
Participants
Four Participants were nominated as “Top
five” suppliers by other Participants
Only two suppliers located in the Central
Coast were nominated as a “Top five”
supplier by two Participants
No Central Coast suppliers were nominated
as a “Top 5” supplier by more than two
Participants
None of the suppliers nominated as a “Top
five” supplier by more than one Participant
was themselves a Participant
In total 21 unique suppliers located in the
Central Coast (including other Participants)
were nominated as “Top five” suppliers by
Participants (20 per cent)

the
Customers and customer categories nominated by Participants located in
the Central Coast

Legend

Legend

Participants not identified as customers by other Participants

Participants not identified as suppliers by other Participants

Participants identified as customers

Participants identified as suppliers

Customers and customer categories located in the Central Coast

Supplier and supplier categories located in the Central Coast

When all customers and customer categories from locations other than the Central Coast are
eliminated, the disconnection among Participants on the demand side is clearly illustrated.



Supplier and supplier categories nominated by Participants located in the Central
Coast

Eleven Participants (38 per cent) had no “Top five” customers or customer categories in the
Central Coast
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When all supplier and supplier categories from locations other than the Central Coast are eliminated, the
disconnection among Participants on the supply side is clearly illustrated.



As with the demand side, eleven Participants (38 per cent) had no “Top five” suppliers or supplier
categories in the Central Coast

Water bottlers in Central Coast – supplier connections

Legend

Water bottlers in Central Coast – supply category connections

Legend

Participants not identified as suppliers by other Participants

Participants not identified as suppliers by other Participants

Participants identified as a supplier

Participants identified as a supplier

Suppliers located in the Central Coast

Supplier of bottles

Suppliers located in Sydney

Supplier of labels

Suppliers located in rest of Australia (excluding NSW)

Supplier of caps

Suppliers located internationally

Supplier of packaging
Supplier of juice
Supplier of logistics
Supplier of warehousing and packing
Supplier of plastics

Suppliers to water bottlers in the Central Coast





25 ties between water bottlers in the Central Coast and “Top five” suppliers
19 unique suppliers
One Participant identified as a “Top five” supplier
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Supplier categories to water bottlers in the Central Coast





One Participant identified as a “Top five” supplier (bottles)
Eight unique categories of supply
Significant diversity in suppliers for certain common products (e.g. labels and bottles)
Caps supplier highly concentrated already though likely not via any inter-firm aggregate
purchasing

Section C – Business Competition and Growth
Summary
 62% of companies interviewed indicated that competition in their industry was very to
highly competitive
 The top five identified growth areas were Wholesale/Distribution/Food Stores, Grocery
Sector, Organics, Export and Contract Packaging
 Of these growth areas there seems to be a need to assist businesses take advantage of
those opportunities in the Grocery, Organic and Export areas. 55% of companies saw the
Grocery sector as an area of growth but only 45% were actively seeking growth. In the
Organic Sector 48% of companies identified this as a growth area but only 34% were
actively pursuing and 45% of companies identified export as an opportunity but only 38%
were active in this area
 Only 48% of companies were using collaboration to pursue growth opportunities and
relied heavily (93%)on organic growth
 64% of companies indicated that there were constraints of doing business on the Central
Coast. 46% of companies indicated that the cost of logistics, transport, and freight were
the biggest constraint

The Data

Level of competition faced
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
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Top 5 growth opportunities
25
20
15
10
5
0

Companies actively seeking
Nominated as Top 5
opportunity

Percentage of the 29
companies actively currently
pursuing growth in the
following areas: (columns 4 &
5)

Wholesale/ Distribution/ Food
stores
Grocery sector
Organic sector
Export opportunities
Contract packing
Ingredient supply to other
manufacturers
Variety stores
Other projects (value add
manufacturing)
Other (Farmers markets)
Other Ingredient procurement
Other (gyms)
Other projects (contract
manufacturing)
Other (JV export IP to
copackage)

22

Number
companies
ranked this
as 5 or
greater
growth area
(C3A)
23

% of 29
companies
(C3A)

Count
(C3B)

% of 29
companies
seeking to grow
in this area

79%

22

76%

16
14
13
12
7

55%
48%
45%
41%
24%

13
10
11
12
6

45%
34%
38%
41%
21%

4
3

14%
10%

2
1

7%
3%

1
1
1
1

3%
3%
3%
3%

1
1
1
2

3%
3%
3%
7%

1

3%

1

3%

Pursuing growth C3B
25
20
15
10
5
0

Current strategies used
to pursue growth which
have or are effective to
highly effective
(responded 5-10):
Organic growth
Strategic
Collaboration
Mergers & Acquisition
Other

23

% of
29

27
21
14
1
0

93%
72%
48%
3%
0%

Count of effective strategy
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

C6: Are there any constraints to doing business on the Central Coast?



64% yes
36% no

Constraints
Logistic costs
Location to markets
Skilled labour
Reasonably competitive (5)
Local regulations
Networking
TOTAL

24

Count
10
4
3
2
2
1
22

Section D – Logistics
Summary








62% of companies are doing some if not all their own freight
21% of them use a tray truck or bigger
69% of companies charge most of their freight to the customer
73% of companies have their own warehouse facility
Nearly 50% of the companies have more than 20% extra capacity in their warehouse
52% of companies make to order and to stock
25 companies indicated a willingness to consider shared transport and of these 8 have spare
capacity and 15 don’t.
 Most companies indicated that they were happy with the use of Newcastle Airport for their
business use. No one indicated they required commercial air freight

The Data
What are the logistics costs as
a percentage of sales?
0-5 %
6-10%
11-15%
16-20%
NA
Total

How do you manage
your freight?
Own
Contracted
Both

25

Count
8
4
2
1
1
16

Count

% of 29

7
9
11
27

24%
31%
38%

What type of vehicles used
is you are doing it yourself?
Articulated
Tray truck
Van
Other (car)

Count
2
4
13
3
22

% of 29
7%
14%
45%
10%

Note: firm 29 answered that they contracted in D2 but listed a van in D3 hence 19 firms
responded to D3 rather than the expected 18 firms. Of the 19 companies which responded some
using multiple types hence 22 types selected in table

Who pays for the freight?
Customer
You
Both

Do you warehouse or do you
do it off site or both?
On-site
Off-site
Both

9
7
11
27

% of 29
17
3
4
24

What % of warehouse is unused?
Row Labels
0%
10%
20%
50%
60%
70%
80%
100%
Total

26

% of 29
31%
24%
38%

59%
10%
14%

Count
of
Name
10
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
20

Do you make to order or make
for stock?
To Order
For stock
Both

% of 29
6
7
15
28

21%
24%
52%

Would you consider shared transport and logistics facilities with other businesses



89% yes (25 firms)
11% no (3 firms)

Do you have spare capacity within your current transport arrangements?



32% yes (8 firms)
68% no (17 firms)

Number of benefits a local commercial
airport benefit your business:
Listed 1 benefit
Listed 2 benefits
Listed 4 benefits
No benefit listed
Total

27

Count
11
7
1
10
29

Section E – Business Collaboration and Research
Summary
 54% of companies indicated they had worked with another organisation for a commercial
outcome
 71% had never previously engaged a researcher in their business
 74% indicted that they would be happy to collaborate with other industry related companies
 Time commitment was the biggest constraint for collaboration to date




The following areas of research were of high interest:
o Food packaging, preservation and safety
o Food processing
o Design and development of new "value-added" products
o Food chemistry - chemical profiling and other measurements of food and beverages
o Scientific estimation and promotion of health benefits of functional foods, beverages
and ingredients
Most companies were prepared to offer intellectual and in-kind input to an agreed research
project

The Data
Do you work with any other business/organisation towards a shared commercial outcome?



54% yes
46% no

Have you previously engaged a researcher or conducted research?



29% yes
71% no

Are there organisations/activities you would like to collaboration with/on?



74% yes (14 companies)
26% no

If so type of organisation you would like to collaborate with (16 responded – 2 who didn’t
respond to previous to yes/no:
Other industry related companies
Universities
Industry associations
Other (Council and community)
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11
3
1
1

Type of activity for collaboration (16 responded with 2 companies identifying two activities):
R&D
Procurement
Marketing
Sharing information
Comm partnerships
Commercialisation
Networking
Training
Product design
Other (Destination marketing of water)
Other Food coop to get product into wider markets

4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Reason for not collaborating to date (15 companies responded with 3 giving two answers):
Time commitment
Financial resources
Vulnerability to competition
Human resourcing issue
Not considered worthwhile
Lack of confidence or networking/collaboration
skills

11
3
1
1
1
1

Are your firm’s networking needs met by the current offerings on the CC (27 responded):



59% yes
41% no
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If you had opportunity to collaborate with a research provider (Uni/NSW DPI) would you be
interested in the following areas (27 responded):

Food packaging, preservation and safety
Food processing
Design and development of new "value-added" products
Food chemistry - chemical profiling and other measurements of food
and beverages
Scientific estimation and promotion of health benefits of functional
foods, beverages and ingredients
Design and management of safe, sustainable and cost-effective food
supply chains
International market intelligence
Social determinants of food consumption and production
Organic green chemistry
Environmental management and monitoring
Analysis, design and optimisation and control of dynamic systems
Demographics
Plant biology and breeding such as identifying the key genes and
biological processes controlling plant development and stress
tolerance
Animal breeding, growth and development
Other (alternate processing)
Other (ecology agriculture/land management)

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
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Yes
16
16
13
13

% of 29
55%
55%
45%
45%

12

41%

11

38%

10
10
8
7
6
6
2

34%
34%
28%
24%
21%
21%
7%

1
1
1

3%
3%
3%

The commonwealth/state government both provide funding to encourage research providers
(uni/DPI) to collaborate with industry. Would you be interested with the following level of
contribution (27 responded)?

Only intellectual input into the project
In-kind input by providing access to items such as data,
test products, manufacturing facilities
Cash input
Not interested
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23
20
7
1

% of 29 companies
79%
69%
24%
3%

Section F – Skills Needs
Summary

Most firms did not believe that skills were a constraint on their business

The Data
Are skill gaps currently a constraint to your firm’s growth?




38% yes (11 firms)
62% no
8 firms stated that this was a partial constraint (answered 5-7), 0 Major constraint (8-10)

Location of training (25 responses):




22 majority undertaken internally
2 majority externally
1 equal mix of internal and external training
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Section G – Business Capability and Capacity
Summary
 More than half the companies indicted they had developed new equipment/products/services or
processes
The Data
Is your firm developing equipment/products/services or processes that
Firm/industry/world (28 responded)



are new to

54% yes
46% no

Of the 15 who responded yes they gave 20 areas where they were introducing new…




13 new to firm
9 new to Industry
3 new to world

Of the 15 who responded yes they gave 19 new…





10 new products
6 new processes
3 new equipment
1 new service

(NB: If one firm indicated 2 new processes then this was counted once)
What formal compliance/governance systems does your company have in place?

Accredited
Compliant
Working towards
compliance
Limited formal
policies/procedures
Assistance required
Total
NB: all % of 29 firms
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Safety

Food
Safety

Quality
Assurance

Environmental
Sustainability

HR/Industrial
Management

5
5
3

17%
17%
10%

11
4
1

38%
14%
3%

7
4
1

24%
14%
3%

4
1
3

14%
3%
10%

3
4
2

10%
14%
7%

2

7%

1

3%

1

3%

3

10%

2

7%

2
17

7%

1
18

3%

2
15

7%

3
14

10%

0
11

0%

Participating Companies
Gourmet Organic Herbs
Central Coast Brewery
Mangrove Mt Springs
Lt Creek Cheese Factory
Made in Hemp
CE & Y Moxham Pty Ltd
Australian Green Tea
Luka Chocolate
Herbie's Spices
Hipp Future
Margin's Mushrooms
Pacific CoPack
East Coast Beverages
Mars Food Australia
Steinbok
Colonial Foods
Agrana
Bounce Lifestyle
Pureblends
Six String Brewing Co
Sanitarium Health & Wellbeing
La Tartine
Central Coast Blend & Roast
Despina Karlsson
Taylor Made
Pearl Spring Water
Olivers Food for Life
Coastal Springs
Vegetali
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